Dielectric elastomer generators (DEGs) are a class of capacitive solid-state devices that employ highly stretchable dielectrics and conductors to convert mechanical energy into high-voltage direct-current electricity. Their promising performance in terms of convertible energy and power density has been mostly proven in quasi-static experimental tests with prescribed deformation. However, the assessment of their ability in harvesting energy from a dynamic
oscillating source of mechanical energy is crucial to demonstrate their effectiveness in practical applications. This paper reports a first demonstration of a DEG system that is able to convert the oscillating energy carried by water waves into electricity. A DEG prototype is built using a commercial polyacrylate film (VHB 4905 by 3M) and an experimental campaign is conducted in a wave-flume facility, i.e. an artificial basin that makes it possible to generate programmed small-scale waves at different frequencies and amplitudes. In resonant conditions, the designed system demonstrates the delivery of a maximum of 0.87 W of electrical power output and 0.64 J energy generated per cycle, with corresponding densities per unit mass of dielectric elastomer of 197 W/kg and 145 J/kg. Additionally, a notable maximum fraction of 18% of the input wave energy is converted into electricity. The presented results provide a promising demonstration of the operation and effectiveness of ocean wave energy converters based on elastic capacitive generators.
Introduction
Renewable energy harvesting is a central topic of modern scientific and technological research.
In the last decades, the effort to drive the consumption of primary energy resources towards an increasing share of "green energy" triggered scientific research on new technological solutions able to guarantee an efficient exploitation of renewable energy sources. In this context, several classes of devices based on innovative multifunctional materials have been investigated, in the attempt of providing disruptive new solutions for the direct mechanical-to-electrical energy conversion from environmental energy sources. Harvesting of energy from ambient vibrations and from air or liquid flows has been demonstrated through the use of piezoelectric [1, 2] , electromagnetic [3, 4] , triboelectric [5, 6] and electrostatic [7, 8] generators.
A particularly interesting class of such generators is represented by dielectric elastomer generators (DEGs) [9, 10] . DEGs are solid-state electrostatic converters made of one or more sheets of a compliant/highly-deformable dielectric material, coated with stretchable conductive electrodes. In terms of working principle, DEGs are variable capacitors, which allow the conversion of the mechanical work employed in their deformation into direct-current electricity. Since their first demonstration in the early 2000s [7] , they have been studied in a number of applications such as energy harvesting from human motion, water currents, and sea waves [11, 12] .
Compared to conventional electro-magnetic generators, DEGs undoubtedly enjoy simpler architectural solutions, lower mass density, reduced number of components, potentially higher reliability and lower cost. Such promising features attracted the interests of several researchers, that put their efforts into the enhancement of the performance of DEGs and the demonstration of their capability to effectively produce large power and electrical energy per unit dielectric elastomer (DE) material mass [13] [14] [15] . To date, energy densities of up to 1.15 kJ/kg have been demonstrated experimentally, using acrylic DEG samples subjected to equi-biaxial deformation [14] . In the last few years, these promising figures have awakened the interests of the ocean energy community, with specific reference to the emerging sector of wave energy. Ocean wave energy is an abundant and highly concentrated renewable energy source but its commercial exploitation is still limited to pilot installations and pre-commercial prototypes [16] . Current wave energy converters (WECs), based on conventional technologies, are showing excessive complexity and cost, poor resistance to the marine environment, and limited energy conversion efficiency. The introduction of DEGs can represent the technological breakthrough that provides the required boost to make wave energy exploitable [15, [17] [18] [19] [20] .
However, a systematic analytic evaluation and experimental demonstration of possible/effective solutions for converting the oscillating energy provided by waves into electricity using DEGs has not been provided yet. In this paper, we report on a first demonstration and experimental validation of a smallscale DEG-based WEC prototype, which has been conceived for a dynamic-resonant response tuned with prescribed wave frequencies. The prototype consists of a circular diaphragm DEG (CD-DEG) and a hydrodynamic interface (namely, a collector) that is shaped to canalize the oscillating water flux into a duct and to create a non-linear mass-spring oscillator. Due to the presence of this oscillating mass of water, the device, which is presented in Figure 1 , takes the name of a DEG oscillating water column (DEG-OWC). The oscillating water column (OWC) architecture has been previously studied in the field of ocean energy in combination with more conventional types of power scavenging systems such as air turbines [21] . However, to date, the complexity and high costs of components, installation and maintenance of such converters, together with their reduced reliability and efficiency, have hindered their implementation in real commercial applications. [22] showing their hypothetical implementation in large-scale wave energy applications. Additionally, experiments on a preliminary DEG-OWC small-scale prototype have been previously performed by some of the authors [23] in a wave-flume, i.e. a long and narrow tank for model testing in conditions of two-dimensional hydrodynamics and in the presence of artificially generated waves. These experiments demonstrated the generation of electrical power up to 67 mW with 1.9 grams of active DE material mass, which represents a limited amount compared to the power of the incident waves employed in those experiments. This limitation is mainly attributable to the lack of an appropriate dynamical tuning of the prototype to the incoming waves.
DEG-OWCs have been theoretically proposed and investigated in
In this work, we present the design and wave-flume testing of a new DEG-OWC prototype that is based on a dynamic-design rationale that takes into account the important contribution of the elastic response of the DE materials to the device dynamics. The system features a DEG sample made of a layer of polyacrylate DE (VHB 4905 by 3M) with a mass of 4.4 g, coated by a couple of carbon grease electrodes (MG-Chemicals 846). Thanks to this design approach, the device shows a highly tuned dynamic response that allows the conversion of power up to 0.87W, that represents a significant portion (up to 18%) of the wave energy impinging on the device.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the layout and working principle of the DEG-OWC system. Section 3 provides details on the dynamic model employed to design a resonant DEG-OWC. Section 4 describes the experimental setup and the working principle of the implemented controller. Section 5 illustrates the procedure for data processing/analysis and provides a discussion of the obtained results. Section 6 draws conclusions and illustrates future work.
The paper includes two Annexes that provide further information on the experimental procedures. Annex I describes the procedure used to estimate the deformation of the CD-DEG sample from acquired video frames. Annex II provides an experimental validation of an analytical expression used to estimate the CD-DEG sample capacitance.
Working principle
In this section, we describe the architecture of the small-scale DEG-OWC prototype under investigation. The system, represented in Figure 1 , is composed of a circular diaphragm DEG (CD-DEG) and a rigid L-shaped collector that acts as a hydrodynamic interface. The CD-DEG is an inflatable polymeric unit generally made of one or more layers of DE material coated by compliant electrodes which are electrically connected to form a variable-geometry capacitor. The OWC-collector is a semi-submerged hollow structure, partially filled with water, having a water inlet at the bottom opened to the incoming wave field. An air volume (namely, the air chamber) is confined by the water surface (at the bottom), the walls of the collector (laterally) and the CD-DEG (at the top). In the equilibrium configuration, the CD-DEG is flat. As the waves impinge on the semi-submerged structure, the water column is put into reciprocating motion, which causes compressions-expansions of the entrapped air and the out-of-plane deformation (upward/downward inflation) of the CD-DEG.
The operation of the DEG-OWC is comparable to that of a non-linear oscillator, which is excited by the sea waves and damped through the electrical control cycle of the CD-DEG, which enables the conversion of the incoming mechanical energy into electrical energy. In linear harmonic oscillators, the maximum energy transfer from the oscillating mechanical source to the damping load occurs when the natural frequency of the oscillating system matches the frequency of the excitation force [24] . For a wave energy converter, this means that the system should resonate under the effect of the incident wave. In the real world, sea waves are characterized by a superposition of several harmonics whose distribution presents significant time variability. Therefore, the device should feature a natural frequency that matches the typical (e.g., most probable or energetic) incoming wave frequency.
As shown in the following, the free dynamic response of the system is mainly governed by the inertia of the oscillating water mass and the stiffness associated with the hydrostatics, air chamber compressibility and the CD-DEG non-linear elasticity. In particular, the CD-DEG elasticity provides a significant contribution, leading to a global response of the system that is characterized by a highly non-linear behaviour. For such a complex dynamic system, the conditions at which the energy transfer is maximised cannot be trivially identified, but we assumed that a resonant-like behaviour should still be sought. In order to validate such an assumption, we consider an OWC architecture based on a collector which connects to the external sea environment through a horizontal duct, referred to as the added mass duct (see Figure 1 ). The purpose of the added mass duct is to canalize the water in order to increase the inertia of the oscillating water volume (resonating-mass).
In the following sections, a design rationale for the DEG-OWC is proposed through a definition of the resonance condition that takes into account the non-linear nature of the system. This makes it possible to tune the system so as to achieve resonance within a target frequency range. The design procedure makes use of a simplified but comprehensive model of the DEG-OWC dynamics. The design approach is validated through an experimental campaign conducted in a wave-flume basin at the University of Edinburgh.
Modelling and design
At a design stage, it is convenient to employ a simple model which captures only a minimum set of fundamental features. This model has to be appropriately calibrated in order to provide a sufficiently detailed description of the system response, while allowing fast computation and iteration on the design parameters. In this section, we describe a design-oriented numerical model for the DEG-OWC, which is composed of an electro-elastic sub-model for the CD-DEG and a hydrodynamic model for the OWC dynamics. The CD-DEG is modelled as an incompressible non-linear elastic non-viscous continuum, i.e. its volume is constant throughout deformation, and its mechanical response is governed by a hyper-elastic constitutive model [25] . Moreover, it is assumed that the elastomeric material within the CD-DEG behaves as an ideal dielectric, i.e., no current flows through the CD-DEG layers.
Dielectric elastomer generator model
The geometry of the CD-DEG is depicted in Figure 2 , where relevant dimensions are defined.
The DEG radius and thickness in the flat unstretched configuration are e 0 and t 0 respectively (we neglect the electrodes thickness and assume that t 0 is entirely due to the DE material).
Upon application of a radial pre-stretch λ p , the radius becomes e = λ p e 0 .
The actual deformation under a uniform pressure difference, p, applied between the surfaces of the CD-DEG is generally described by complex deformation kinematics/dynamics, as pointed out in [26] . In order to develop a model with reduced complexity, we assume the simplifications proposed in [27] . Specifically, the deformation of the diaphragm is assumed as a perfectly spherical shell and the stretch is considered as equi-biaxial but with non-homogeneous value, i.e., stretch is variable with radius. Owing to these assumptions, the deformed geometry is uniquely identified by the diaphragm's tip elevation, h (positive for upward deformations), above the equilibrium plane, and the local stretch in this deformed configuration can be expressed as follows:
where R is the radius of the corresponding infinitesimal ring element in the undeformed configuration (see Figure 2 ).
We consider an infinitesimal variation of the CD-DEG state (i.e., deformation and electrical state). The corresponding energy balance can be expressed in differential form as follows:
where the various differential terms have the following meaning and expressions:
-dW m is the infinitesimal virtual work done by the pressure, p, in correspondence to a variation dΩ c of the volume, Ω c , which is bounded by the deformed spherical cap and the horizontal equilibrium plane:
The volume Ω c (positive for upwards deformation) has the following equation:
-dW e is the infinitesimal work done by the conditioning circuit on the CD-DEG:
where V and Q are the CD-DEG voltage and charge respectively, and C = Q/V is the capacitance in the present configuration, which has the following expression [27] :
where ε is the dielectric constant of the DE material.
-dE m is the infinitesimal variation of the elastic energy of the deformed elastomer, which reads as follows:
where Ψ is the strain-energy function, that is, the local elastic volumetric energy density [25] . Assuming a constitutive relationship in Gent form [28] , Ψ relates to the local equi-biaxial stretch as follows:
where the shear modulus, µ, and Gent parameter, J m , are constitutive constants.
-dE e is the infinitesimal variation of the CD-DEG electrostatic energy, which reads as follows:
Upon rearrangement of Eqs. (2-9), the following equation for the equilibrium pressure difference, p, in a generic configuration is obtained:
In the equation, λ (given by Eq. (1)) and C (Eq. (6)) are considered functions of Ω c because they depend on h, which is in turn related to Ω c by Eq. (4).
The net amount of electrical energy generated in correspondence to the infinitesimal deformation is given by:
and it shows that electrical energy is positively generated when the DEG capacitance decreases (dC < 0). On the contrary, if a voltage is applied on the CD-DEG while the capacitance is increasing, the device behaviour is reversed, electrostatic energy is absorbed by the device and converted into mechanical work.
The validity of the presented reduced model has been discussed in [27] , showing that the mentioned assumptions (spherical deformed shape, equibiaxial stretch) provide a good agreement with FEM simulations in a wide range of DEG deformed configurations, such that |h| ≤ e.
Hydrodynamic model
In this section, we describe the equation of motion of the OWC interface through the definition of lumped parameters. More specialistic models available in literature [21, 29, 30] are based on the employment of specific numerical codes and frequency-dependent hydrodynamic parameters, as well as the determination of wave diffraction from the device. Specifically, we choose a simplified two-dimensional dynamic model, based on simple analytic equations and on frequency-independent hydrodynamic parameters, as used in some other studies on OWCs [31] . Such an analytical approach allows the iterative update of the hydrodynamic parameters every time the design parameters (e.g., the collector dimensions) are changed, with no need for time-consuming software runs. Although this approach is rather simplified, it appears suitable at the design stage, as it allows the capturing of the essential features of the OWC's frequency response.
We consider a collector geometry with the dimensions identified in Figure 3 . We assume that the water column free surface behaves as a rigid piston, i.e. it remains flat and horizontal during operation. A simplified velocity field of the water particles inside the collector is assumed. Specifically, we assume that the water volume enclosed by the collector can be ideally split into two parts, one featuring predominant horizontal flow (red dashed-dotted region in Figure 3 ), and the other featuring predominant vertical flow (blue dashed-dotted region in Figure 3 ). The region in between the added mass duct and the vertical water column has a mixed (horizontal/vertical) flow, therefore its contribution is equally split between the horizontal and vertical flow regions.
The displacement of the free surface from the equilibrium position is indicated by z (z > 0 for upward displacement). The water velocity within the added mass duct is denoted byż d and, due to mass conservation and water incompressibility
where c and l are the collector dimensions reported in Figure 3 . Under these assumptions the hydrodynamics of OWC is reduced to just one degree of freedom (the z variable is chosen) and the following general dynamic equation holds:
The symbols in Eq. (13) are defined in the following:
-τ is the time variable;
-ż andz are respectively the velocity and acceleration of the water column free surface;
-S is the area of the water column cross-section and is calculated as S = cw, where w is the width of the water channel.
-M is the inertia of the displacing water volume (reduced to coordinate z) and depends on z; its expression can be derived from its kinetic energy formula, which includes the contributions from both the horizontal and vertical flow regions respectively, and it can be consistently defined as follows:
where a and d are geometric dimensions defined in Figure 3 .
-B is the hydrodynamic damping coefficient, which takes into account hydraulic losses occurring within the OWC duct and the effect of radiated waves (generated by the water column oscillations); the determination of this coefficient is generally complex and requires a detailed simulation of the system hydrodynamics based, e.g., on computational fluid-dynamics techniques. The accurate calculation/prediction of B is beyond the scope of this work, however a sensitivity analysis is used to investigate the effect of B on the system resonance (see Section 3.3).
-k is the hydrostatic stiffness coefficient, which accounts for the restoring effect of gravity and it reads as k = ρgS, where g is the gravitational acceleration.
-p is the gauge pressure in the closed air chamber (notice that the CD-DEG affects the OWC dynamics, and vice versa, through this contribution); and -F e is the time-dependent wave excitation force which depends on the wave-induced pressure on the collector inlet section. Neglecting diffraction from the device, the wave pressure equals the pressure of an undisturbed sinusoidal water wave (see Eq. (4.48)
in [32] ). A sinusoidal wave is fully described by its wave height, H, (crest to trough) and
wave frequency, f . Integrating the pressure due to an undisturbed sinusoidal wave [32] over the collector inlet section, the wave excitation force on the OWC reads as follows:
where k w is the wave number and can be calculated through the dispersion relation [32] :
It is worth noticing that the incident power carried by such a sinusoidal wave on a wave front with width w (as employed in the definition of efficiency used in Section 5) reads as follows:
Schematically, the OWC can be considered as a mass-spring-damper system with variable mass (see Figure 3 right), subjected to an excitation force F e and to the non-linear action of the pressure force pS.
The coupling between the hydrodynamic and the CD-DEG models is obtained through the assumption of a uniform air pressure inside the close chamber, which is governed by isentropic transformations. When the membrane is flat, the air chamber volume is V 0 = Sq, and the absolute pressure in the chamber equals the atmospheric pressure, p atm . Indicating with γ (γ = 1.4) the heat capacity ratio of air, the following equality holds:
Design
The objective of the design procedure for the DEG-OWC is to obtain a system able to convert a large fraction of the incoming wave energy into electricity. In order to achieve this goal, we design a DEG-OWC that, in the absence of electrical activation, has a natural frequency tuned to that of the incident waves.
It is well known that for a system whose response is described by linear dynamics, the maximum energy transfer occurs at resonance. This means that the natural frequency of the system is equal to the external excitation frequency, i.e. the wave-frequency. This condition is also known as "impedance matching" [24] . A linear dynamic one-degree-of-freedom system with inertia M and stiffness k has a natural frequency f n given by the well-known relation 2πf n = k/M . Such a natural frequency only depends on the dynamical system mechanical parameters (inertia and stiffness), regardless of the damping. The resonance condition occurs when the system is excited by a sinusoidal load with frequency equal to f n . In resonance conditions, the power provided by the excitation force coincides with the power that is absorbed/dissipated by the damping loads in the system, while the mechanical powers associated with the time-varying kinetic energy and potential energy cancel each other out, i.e., their sum is identically equal to zero.
In the case of the DEG-OWC system, the resonance frequency cannot be defined through an elementary analytical condition due to its non-linear nature. Nonetheless, a consistent definition of resonance can be obtained using the above-mentioned energetic interpretation.
With reference to the purely mechanical response (without electric activation) of dynamic system under investigation and to Eq. (13), we define the following mechanical power contributions:
-Power provided to the system by the excitation force: P e = F eż .
-Active power associated with the hydrodynamic damping forces: P a = Bż 2 . This term is always positive and represents energy actively subtracted from the system.
-Reactive power associated with the oscillations of kinetic and potential energy (i.e., water gravitational energy, air internal energy, CD-DEG elastic energy): P r = (kz + pS + Mz)ż. If the DEG is not electrically active and no dissipation occurs, this term has a null time average over an oscillation period.
Based on equation (13), the following identity can be immediately verified: P e (τ ) + P a (τ ) + Table 1 . The collector width, w, has been taken approximately equal to the tank width, to guarantee two-dimensional flow conditions.
The selected DE material for the CD-DEG is the commercial acrylic elastomer VHB 4905 produced by 3M. This material is widely employed as the DE in experiments [23, 33] , as it is easy to pre-stretch and stack in layers. Additionally, VHB 4905 is particularly appropriate for the present small-scale resonant DEG-OWC application because it has low mechanical rigidity, thus putting a limit on the required amount of hydrodynamic inertia to achieve resonance. For this material, the constitutive parameters of the Gent hyperelastic model [28] to be used in Eq. 8 are also given in Table 1b , as found in [27] .
A pre-stretch of λ p = 4 has been selected. In general, the choice of an appropriate pre-stretch for DEGs featuring non-homogeneous deformation requires dedicated optimisations [34] . Here, the pre-stretch value has been chosen large enough to guarantee operation that is free from With reference to the selected design and material parameters, in Figure 4 we provide evidence of resonance achievement within the desired frequency range. The top subplot of the figure shows the ratio between the root mean square integral value of P r (indicated by P r,rms ) and the mean integral value of P a (indicated by P a,avg ) for steady-state periodic oscillations, as a function of the wave excitation frequency. Different curves refer to different simulation sets, as explained above.
In practice, the resonance frequency range can be defined as the interval where such a ratio has a minimum. By varying the external damping and the incident wave height, the natural frequency is predicted to remain within the range 0.6-0.8 Hz.
The bottom sub-plot shows the amplitude of the membrane tip oscillation |h| (normalized by the diaphragm radius e) in the different scenarios, and it proves that the membrane deforma- tion is maximum approximately at the same frequencies that minimize P r,rms /P a,avg . The DEG-OWC physical model (shown in Figure 5a ) is made of different components, including the main mechanical and electronic subsystems described below.
Experimental setup

Mechanical subsystem
The mechanical subsystem includes prototypes of the OWC collector and of the CD-DEG.
OWC collector. The DEG-OWC device is manufactured by assembling laser cut clear polycarbonate plates, which enables the visual inspection of the water column free surface level within the OWC chamber. Different top panels for the added mass duct have been built, which allow the adjustment of the duct length. Nevertheless, in the described experiments, a length d = 600 mm has been chosen (as prescribed in Table 1a ), as this has been observed to effectively provide resonating response within the expected frequency range. The top plate of the OWC structure has an aperture to which the CD-DEG is fastened using polycarbonate rings. The aperture has a radius e = 0.125 m. All the connections among the polycarbonate plates are sealed to prevent air/water leaks.
CD-DEG prototype. CD-DEG samples are manufactured using acrylic elastomer VHB 4905
as the DE material, and the electrodes are painted on using MG-Chemicals 846 conductive grease. As VHB 4905 layers are highly adhesive, the CD-DEG samples are made by bonding 3 DE layers on top of each other, each with a thickness of 0.5 mm (i.e., the unstretched membrane has a total thickness t 0 = 1.5 mm), and these are then pre-stretched to λ p = 4.
Connection of the compliant electrodes to the wires of the conditioning circuit is achieved using thin copper tape which is in contact, at one end, with the electrodes' perimeter, and are soldered, at the other end, to the circuit's wires.
A picture of the experimental prototype in operation is shown in Figure 5b . With respect to the proposed theoretical design, the prototype is positioned on an inclined sea-bed with a slope which reproduces shallow water conditions and sets the mean water depth at the device location to the desired level. The slope of the sea-bed is very limited (2.66 • ), thus the design assumptions outlined before (assuming a horizontal added mass duct) still hold.
Electronics and sensing
A simple electronic circuit has been used to drive and control the CD-DEG, as shown in 
Control and generation cycles
The energy conversion cycle consists of the following operations:
(1) Capacitance increase. The CD-DEG and C a are connected to ground. The CD-DEG gets expanded upward or downward under the air pressure generated due to the raising or lowering of the water level in the chamber.
(2) Priming. When its capacitance reaches the maximum value (generically denoted by C in ), switch S 1 is closed and the parallel CD-DEG and C a are quickly charged up to a prescribed voltage V in by the power supply. Switch S 1 is kept closed for a fixed time interval (very short compared to the generation cycle period, so that charging is nearly instantaneous).
(3) Generation. The CD-DEG returns towards its flat configuration, S 1 is kept open and the total charge on the parallel capacitors is kept constant.
(4) Discharging. The DEG is flat, its capacitance, C out , is minimum, and the voltage, V out , is maximum. The two capacitors are discharged through resistor R 3 , by closing switch S 2 . As in phase (2), S 2 is kept closed for a short amount of time, sufficient to guarantee complete discharging of the DEG and C a .
It is worth noticing that during a wave period, the CD-DEG performs two energy generation cycles: one associated with the upward deformation and the other associated with the downward deformation of the DEG.
Triggering between successive phases of the generation cycle is based on real-time pressure measurements in the air chamber. In particular, triggering between states (1) and (2) is enabled using the time derivative of the pressure signal; triggering between states (3) and (4) is obtained by monitoring the inversion of the relative pressure sign.
In terms of electrical variables (charge, Q, and voltage, V ), the control cycle described above is graphically represented in Figure 6b (black solid line). Priming phase (2) of the generation cycle coincides with transformation OA in the picture; generation phase (3) is AB, discharging (4) is BO. The capacitance increase phase (1), which is a purely mechanical transformation, is not visible in the plot.
The charging and discharging phases are represented by two straight iso-capacitance lines (OA and BO respectively), corresponding to two distinct values of the DEG capacitance: C in and C out respectively. In particular, the DEG capacitance during the charging phase, C in , depends on the maximum deformation reached by the DEG at each cycle. Besides varying throughout the different cycles, C in may undergo some variations during the charging phase of a given 
where Q t is the total charge on the CD-DEG and the in-parallel capacitor C a during phase (3), and it depends on the prescribed priming voltage, V in , and on the maximum capacitance reached by the DEG in the considered cycle. In practice, owing to charge leakage through the DE layers, curve AB slightly differs from theoretical line AB' (see Figure 6b ), as the final charge (in state B) is lower than in ideal conditions (state B').
Notice that, for a proper choice of C a , when the DEG reaches a large deformation, cycle OABO should well approximate cycle OA"B"C"O, which is a qualitative representation of the theoretical maximum-energy conversion cycle, and depends on the physical limitations of the material (namely, mechanical rupture, electrical break-down, buckling/instability). The representation of the limit curves on the Q − V diagram can be accomplished based on the DE material properties (break-down electric field, rupture stretch, etc.) and on the constitutive equations for the considered DEG topology [13, 22] .
It is worth noticing that the proposed conditioning circuit (shown in Figure 6a ) is used in the presented experiments for the purpose of demonstration, as it allows straightforward implementation of the control cycle described above and estimation of the generated electrical power (see Section 5.1). However it does not provide storage capability of the generated electrical energy. Scalable electronic solutions for the driving of DEGs require more sophisticated topologies, as proposed in [36] .
Data post-processing and results
Tests have been performed using a wide set of wave parameters (frequency and wave height) and at priming voltages, V in , within limits that are safely chosen to keep the electric field below 
Data post-processing
With the aim of characterizing the device converted power and wave capture efficiency, the following variables have been measured: 1) voltage, V , on the CD-DEG and the in-parallel capacitance C a , 2) membrane tip displacement, h, from the horizontal DEG equilibrium plane (h > 0 for upward deformation), obtained from the video frames of a high-speed camera (as described in Annex I). With reference to the notation in Figure 6b , the two capacitors exchange electrical energy with the conditioning circuit only during phases (2) and (4) . Indeed, during phase (3), the system of the two capacitors is isolated, and the DEG transfers energy on C a as its capacitance decreases. Phase (1) is, on the contrary, a purely mechanical transformation.
During phase (2), an amount of electrical energy is spent to charge the DEG and the in-parallel capacitor (numerically equal to the red hatching in Figure 7 ). During phase (4), an amount of energy is gained by fully discharging the two capacitors (green hatching in Figure 7 ).
The net electrical energy generated in the i-th cycle is indicated by E g,i and is given by:
where V in,i and V out,i are respectively the voltages on the CD-DEG (and on C a ) respectively at the end of the charging and discharging phases of the i-th cycle, while C in,i and C out represent the CD-DEG capacitance during the charging and discharging phases (with C out being constant throughout the different cycles as it represents the capacitance of the flat CD-DEG). The first two terms in the equation account for the positive (gained) and negative (spent) energy fluxes through the DEG respectively, while the third term accounts for the global balance on the in-parallel capacitor.
Equation (20) only requires knowledge of voltage and DEG capacitance estimates at points
A and B of the generation cycle (see Figure 6b ). Notice that the amount of energy generated during phase (2) is calculated from the energy balance on C a , and does not require knowledge of the exact shape of curve AB (see Figure 6b ).
The average power is calculated from E g,i values as follows:
where N is the total number of generation cycles in a test-run, which take place over a time span t tot = N/(2f ) (note that two generation cycles are performed for each wave period).
The average energy density (per unit DE material mass) harvested in a cycle (i.e., half a wave period) can be then defined as follows:
where ρ p = 960 kg/m 3 is the volumetric mass density of VHB 4905 [7] .
A further figure of merit for the device is the so-called wave-to-wire efficiency, that is the fraction of the incoming wave power effectively converted into electrical energy, namely:
The power P w of a sinusoidal sea wave with frequency f and height H is given by Eq. (17).
Experimental results
In this section, we report experimental results, i.e., relevant time-series and figures of merit defined above, over the different experimental test sets. Figure 8 The plots show that the oscillation amplitude of the CD-DEG is maximum at f = 0.7 Hz, i.e., at that frequency the system shows a close-to-resonance behaviour.
The oscillation amplitudes of p and h in the first half of the time intervals (when no electric activation is present) and in the second half of the time intervals (when the CD-DEG is actively controlled) are different. In particular, the oscillation amplitude in the presence of activation decreases for f = 0.7 and 0.9 Hz, while it remains approximately constant (or slightly increases) for f = 0.5 Hz. Electric activation has indeed two effects on the dynamics: 1) it damps the system oscillation, as it subtracts energy from the system oscillations in the form of electrical energy; 2) it makes the DEG rigidity decrease, because the electrical stress induces a relaxation of the total stress of the material [10] , thus slightly shifting the natural frequency of the system towards lower frequencies. The system natural frequency (in the absence of charge) is about 0.7 Hz. When the DEG is activated, the oscillation amplitudes at wave frequencies f ≥ 0.7 Hz decrease, both because the system is damped and because the natural frequency becomes lower than the excitation frequency. At 0.5 Hz, when electric activation is provided, the excitation frequency gets closer to the natural frequency, thus compensating the increase in damping.
With reference to three different values of the priming voltage, V in , experimental figures of merit (P g , e g , β) for the DEG-OWC prototype operation are shown in Figure 9a . Each marker in the plots refers to an individual test run with specified wave height and frequency.
In general, the plots show that the converted energy is maximum at a frequency of 0.7 Hz (i.e., the frequency at which the DEG-OWC system resonates) and is rather independent of the level of electrical loading and the amplitude of the incident wave. The device performs significantly better when it resonates with the incoming waves, thus highlighting that dynamic tuning is crucial for the operation of DE-based WECs.
At a prescribed frequency, power output and converted energy density increase with increasing wave height H, as a result of the increased incident wave power. Although the incident wave power increases quadratically with H (see Eq. (17)), the device power output increases less than quadratically (especially at larger wave heights), most probably due to the saturation in the DEG deformation and to larger electro-mechanical losses in the presence of larger displacements/velocities.
The wave-to-wire conversion efficiency is minimum at the smallest wave height (H = 30 mm).
In effect, when the CD-DEG undergoes small deformations, its capacitance variation is very limited (Eq. (6) shows that the derivative of C at h = 0 is null), while capacitance variation dramatically increases with increasing h. The efficiencies at wave heights H of 60 and 90 mm are approximately equal. Possible explanations for this behaviour are that the CD-DEG deformation tends to saturate with increasing wave heights, and the increase in capacitance variation at larger deformations (at H = 90 mm) is counterbalanced by the higher electromechanical dissipations. Figure 9b shows the different figures of merit as a function of the incident wave frequency and priming voltage, for three different sets of data relative to different wave heights. The plots
show that the increase of voltage generally leads to an improvement in the device performance, except for the case with H = 30 mm, where performance with V in = 4000 V is better than with V in = 4300 V. In effect, in the presence of weak incident waves, a high level of electrical loading might provide the system with an excessive damping, thus negatively affecting the performance. It is expected that, even at larger wave heights, optimal levels of electrical loading exist which compromise between excessively low voltages (which provide low convertible energy density) and excessive voltages, which would damp the system too much. However, in large waves, such optimal values of priming voltage may be larger than the admissible values set by the material failure modes [13] .
The maximum generated energy density reaches approximately 145 J/kg, which is a relevant value for a practical field application. This figure is slightly lower with respect to maximum results obtained with the same DE material in prior state of the art experiments with prescribed deformation [14] . However, it should be highlighted that the experimental conditions for the present work shows several differences with respect to previous experiments, including: (1) the type of energy source: the energy is converted from a dynamic source of energy and not from a source that imposes controlled deformations; (2) the number of repeated generation cycles: in the present experiments results are obtained as averages over a number cycles; (3) the level of stress: electrical and mechanical stresses are purposely kept below prescribed threshold in order to guaranty durability and repeatability; (4) the type of deformation: CD-DEGs have a rather simple architecture but undergo non-uniform deformations, so the employed DE material cannot be exploited to its maximum capability.
In these conditions the maximum produced power is about 870 mW. From this value, the power capability of a full-scale device able to convert the energy of (real-scale) ocean waves can be estimated by applying rules for WEC prototypes scaling based on Froude scaling [37] .
Small-scale waves at which the system is resonating have a frequency of approximately 0. leakages, which affect the CD-DEG efficiency [26] . A significant improvement in the device performance may be achieved on larger-scale systems, where the acrylic elastomer could be replaced with better performing materials such as natural or synthetic rubbers [15, 38, 39] .
The comparison between DEGs made of rubber and of VHB acrylic has been addressed in [34] theoretically and in [15] 
Conclusions
We have presented and demonstrated a DEG-OWC, an innovative architecture of a sea wave energy converter (WEC) based on a dielectric elastomer generator (DEG) that makes it possible to convert wave energy into electricity. The proposed system is based on an inflatable circular diaphragm DEG (CD-DEG), i.e. an electrostatic variable capacitor, made of an acrylic dielectric layer (VHB 4905) and compliant electrodes. The CD-DEG is coupled to a non-linear harmonic oscillator composed of a collector that confines a mass of water, i.e. an oscillating water column (OWC), which is put into reciprocating motion by the hydrodynamic pressure of water waves. Upon adequate electrical control, the CD-DEG is able to implement the conversion of a relevant fraction of the incoming wave power into direct-current electricity.
We proposed a design approach aimed at providing resonant response of the system, which maximizes the converted power within a prescribed range of wave frequencies. These results are likely to have a relevant impact on future practical applications in the field of ocean energy. Indeed, according to the scaling rules criteria for wave energy systems, the power output measured on the small-scale prototype corresponds to hundreds of kilowatt for the equivalent full-scale system [37] .
In future works, further ameliorations could be attained by the employment of improved materials for both the dielectric layers and the compliant electrodes, with reduced electromechanical losses and scalable manufacturing to enable the development and deployment of larger scale devices.
ANNEX II: Validation of the correlation between CD-DEG capacitance and tip elevation
In the calculations presented in Section 5, the CD-DEG capacitance, C, is estimated indirectly from the measured membrane tip displacement, h using Eq. (6). In fact, directly measuring the CD-DEG capacitance while performing energy generation cycles would require a more sophisticated conditioning circuit than that shown in Figure 6a . Figure 12 : The main steps for the image filtering, with the relative script main phases.
The theoretical correlation between C and h has been validated experimentally through a series of static tests performed with the CD-DEG installed on top of the OWC air chamber and directly connected to the HV power supply.
An external volumetric compressor is connected to the chamber in order to vary its pressurization and induce CD-DEG deformation. A step-wise increase in CD-DEG deformation is realized by prescribing a progressive pressure increase, the CD-DEG tip displacement is measured with a high-speed camera (as in dynamic generation tests), and the associated CD-DEG capacitance at each step is measured by prescribing a high-frequency alternated voltage on its electrodes and measuring its phase shift with respect to the current, as explained in the following.
Capacitance measurement is performed using the circuit shown in Figure 13a . The circuit includes two resistors (with resistance R A and R B ) in series to the CD-DEG, and a HV power supply. Overall, the system of the CD-DEG and of the two resistors constitutes a R-C dipole.
The employed power supply is 10/10B-HS by TREK, which is capable to provide custom voltage profiles. The acquisition electronics are the same described in Section 4.2.
Resistance R A is 40 kΩ, i.e., comparable to the expected capacitive reactance of the DEG, to produce a significant phase shift between current and voltage over the dipole. Resistance R B is used to measure the current on the dipole: indicating with V R the instantaneous voltage on R B , the current through the dipole is I = V R /R B . Voltage V R is acquired through an analogical channel of the conditioning electronics (whose measuring range is ±10 V), therefore we have chosen R B = 1 kΩ to limit the value of V R accordingly.
A sinusoidal voltage with amplitude ∆V = 200 V , angular frequency ω = 2π·80 rad/s and bias V 0 is applied on the dipole by the power supply.
For a R-C circuit in steady-state alternated current, the following relation holds between ∆V and the amplitude of the sinusoidal current in the circuit, ∆I:
where R is the total resistance in the circuit, which is the sum of R A , R B , the DEG electrodes resistance and other parasitic resistances in the wires and in the circuit connections, while C is the DEG capacitance in a given configuration. Since electrodes and parasitic resistances are not known a priori, R is unknown, thus it is convenient to introduce a phase angle, ϕ such that:
Such an angle represents the phase by which current, ∆I, is delayed with respect to voltage, ∆V , and it can be measured by direct comparison of current and voltage time-series. 6)).
Using Eqs. (25) and (26), the CD-DEG capacitance at the different intermediate deformations is estimated as follows:
Notice that Eq. (27) does not make use of the resistance value of the dipole, which is in fact unknown due to the contribution of the CD-DEG's compliant electrodes.
Tests have been repeated using three different bias voltage values, namely V 0 =3000 V, V 0 =4500 V and V 0 =6000 V i.e., in the same order of the DEG operating voltage, to verify the influence of the applied electrical load on the measured capacitance. Experimental results at different values of V 0 are represented by different markers in Figure 13b . Each experimental point is the result of application of Eq. (27) on sinusoidal current/ voltage signals. Figure 13b also compares the theoretical correlation between h and C (given by Eq. (6)) with experimental data. The good match between the predicted value of C and its experimental measurements at different values of V 0 and h (namely, |h| < e) makes it possible to draw the following observations:
1. In practice, the dependence of the measured capacitance on V 0 is very weak, i.e., the capacitance can be expressed as a function of the CD-DEG tip displacement with good approximation.
